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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2008101980A1] The invention relates to a rotary printing press (01) for producing a newspaper product (12; 22; 36; 39) in tabloid format,
having at least one printing unit of a press unit (02), wherein the printing unit is configured in such a way that it prints a web (03) with printed pages
in a horizontal tabloid format (F), having a part web (04) which is obtained by slitting the web (03), and having a plough fold (08) which is arranged
in the path of the part web (04) in such a way that it folds a first edge region (05) of the part web (04) which is printed with a relatively narrow printed
image section as a folded-in portion (17; 30; 31; 32; 40) along a first folding line (L05), and having a folding former (09) which is arranged behind
the plough fold (08). The part web (04) is printed next to one another with only one horizontal printed page in tabloid format (F) and, at least on one
side of this printed page, with a relatively narrow printed image section (f) in an adjacent edge region (05, 06), wherein the part web (04) and the
folding former (09) are arranged in the run-on region of the folding former (09) with respect to one another in such a way that the part web (04) which
is folded on one side runs onto the folding former (09) eccentrically, that is to say not with the centre of the part web (04) which is folded on one side
aligned with the former tip but rather offset.
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